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In BTF, we believe in the transformative power of community and collaboration. In these pages, 
you'll discover how coming together can make a profound difference in the lives of children and 
communities. This guide is more than just a roadmap for event planning; it's an invitation to join 
us in our quest for positive change, to become a change-maker in the story of progress, and to 
act as catalysts for the betterment of society and the generations that follow.

But we don't stop there. Being a change-maker can also be fun. Our BTF events are 
opportunities to contribute to a worthy cause and the most exciting way to engage in 'friend-
raising.' These gatherings bring together like-minded individuals who want to have a great time 
while making a positive impact. Together, we can turn aspirations into action, ideas into impact, 
and dreams into a brighter reality. Join us today, and together, we will shape a better tomorrow!



While you enjoy hosting events for a worthy cause, our dedicated team will stand by your side, ready to provide support for technical issues. Are you 
curious about the kind of assistance you can expect when partnering with us to organize an event? We can:

1. Custom Donation Pages and Ticket Sale Platforms:
Our team can develop dedicated donation pages or ticket sale platforms for your events. These customized platforms facilitate the donation and ticketing 
process, providing attendees a user-friendly experience. 

2. Social Media Promotion:
Utilizing our extensive social media channels, we actively promote your events to reach a broader audience. We aim to generate excitement, engage the 
local community, and boost event attendance and support.

3. Event Branding and Content Design:
Collaborating with your team, we support designing compelling visuals and crafting persuasive verbal content for your events. We aim to create an impactful 
branding strategy that effectively communicates your cause.

4. Acknowledgment of Supporters:
We highly value the individuals who attend or contribute to your events. We commit to ensuring that all supporters are recognized and appreciated, 
fostering a sense of community and gratitude.

5. Impact Reporting:
Transparency is of utmost importance to us. Following your event, we provide comprehensive impact reports that detail how the funds raised have been 
utilized in BTF's projects. These reports offer clear insights into the tangible difference your event has made in the lives of children and communities.
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Run/Walk/Hike Events
1. Boston Run4Kids

– BTF Boston Circle

2.   San Diego Annual Run4Kids Fundraiser 
– BTF San Diego Circle

3.   New York Annual Walk4Kids
– BTF NY / NJ / CT Circle

4. Hike4aCause 
– BTF DC Circle
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Run/Walk/Cycle Events

5. Bike4Kids

– BTF Leaders and Volunteers

6. Run & Walk 

– Volunteers - all around the world
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Art/Cultural Events 

7. Mindfulness & Meditation Event 
– BTF Boston Circle

8. Büyüklere Masallar 
– BTF Boston Circle

9. Mandala Workshop 
– BTF Boston Circle
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Cultural Events 

10. Fashion Show 
– BTF Charlotte Circle
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Benefit Dinner 
11. Pilav Day 

– BTF Boston Circle

12. Dinner with Friends of Pusulam Kitap 
– BTF Netherlands Support

13. BYO Dinner Friendraising 
– BTF NY / NJ / CT Circle
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Tournaments

14. Ping Pong Tournament 
– BTF NY / NJ / CT Circle
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Charity Sale

15. Lunchbox Charity Sale 
– BTF Portland Circle & BTF Youth

16. Jewelry Charity Sale 
– BTF Boston Circle 
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Charity Concerts

17. Next Song for the Kids 
– BTF NY / NJ / CT Circle
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Workshops and Seminars

18. The Resiliency of Compassion 
– BTF Volunteers and Leaders

19. Dinner with Ahmet Dede 
– Turkish Googlers in Ireland

20. Talk4Kids 
– BTF Charlotte and BTF Carolinas Circles

21. Talk4Teachers 
– BTF Chicago Circle



What else can you do to be a change-maker?

• Movie Nights 

• Virtual Events 

• Cook-Offs 
• Themed Parties 

• Book Sales
• Trivia Nights or Quiz Competitions

• Contest Organizations 



Unite4Kids

100 Years of Progress, 100 More to Fund: 
Let's Celebrate Our Republic's Centennial and Fuel 

“A Brighter Future”

We are seeking heroes like you!



Invest in Youth, Honor a Century!


